Abstract. The main idea is simply calculating integer functions in module (Modulated Function). This article studies power and exponent functions and logarithm function between integer modules and module in plurals and the analytic method of digit by digit. Finally prove a result of non-solution of Diophantine Equation a p + b p = c q : a, b > 0, (a, b) = (b, c) = 1, p, q > 4, p is prime.
Introduction
As to high degree diophantine equation the most famous result is Fermat's last theorem. This article applies pure algebraic method to discuss unequal logarithms of finite integer under module, and get a nice result on equation c q = a p + b p .
2.
All mathematical letter in this article except function are defined as integer unless further indiction. m is defined great enough.
Modulated Function
In this section p is a prime greater than 2 unless further indication. Proof. Make n-TtH order matrix X:
The column vector of this matrix is the values of x i . This matrix is Pandemonic's matrix and its determinant is not zero modulo p. The number of functions in mod p and the number of the linear combinations of the column vectors are the same p p . So the theorem is valid.
A proportion of the row vector is values of exponent function modulo p.
Theorem 3.3. Exponent-analytic functions modulo p and of a certain bottom are all the functions from mod p − 1 to mod p, if p is a prime.
Proof. From theorem 3.2, p − 1 is the least positive number a for:
or exists two unequal number c, b mod p − 1 such that functions x c = x b mod p. Hence exists e whose exponent can be any member in mod p except 0. Because the part of row vector in matrix X (in previous remark) is values of exponent function, this theorem is valid.
Theorem 3.4. p is a prime. The members out of zero factors in mod p n is a multiple group that is generated by single element e (here called generating element of mod p n ).
Think about p + 1 which is the generating element of all the subgroups of rank p i . (Reference to the theorem in [1] ).
Definition 3.5. (Modulated Logarithm modulo p m ) p is a prime, e is the generating element as in last theorem:
Because for x such that x = 1 mod p there is only one y mod p m−1 :
Lemma 3.6.
p is a prime. e is defined in mod p m .
Lemma 3.7. The power series expansions of log(1 + x), (|x| < 1) (real natural logarithm), exp(x) (real natural exponent), and the series for exp(log(1 + x)), (|x| < 1) with the previous two substituted into are absolutely convergent.
Definition 3.8. Because: a p m = kp n ↔ a = 0 mod p m+n a, k ∈ Z, it's valid to make the rational number set modulo integers if it applies to equations (written as a/p m = 0 mod p n ).
Definition 3.9. p i ||a means p i |a and not p j |a, j > i.
Theorem 3.10. p is a prime greater than 2. Defining
n is great enough and dependent on m. e 1−p m = E mod p m , e is the generating element (Here the logarithm: lm e (x) is written as lm(x)). Then for x ∈ Z:
In fact m is free to choose. And E is nearly exp(p).
If 2|x this theorem is also valid for p = 2.
Proof. To prove the theorem, contrast the coefficients of E x and E f (x) to those of exp(px) and exp(log(px + 1)).
is the i-th order real derivation (hence called modulated derivation relative to the special difference by zp as this theorem): (n is great enough)
If 2|z this theorem is also valid for p = 2. 
By calculation to verify:
Lemma 3.14.
This modulated derivation is not necessary to relate to difference by zp, it's valid for difference by 1.
This modulated derivation relates only to the special difference by zp.
Logically y should in previous form. In fact all three has this concern on ambiguous forms for the original function for derivation. This uncertainty will be eliminated in hinder discussions.
Lemma 3.15. The derivation of (1 + x) 1/p mod p m+2 at the points x : p 2 |x:
The result is identical to the real derivation (of real function (1 + x) 1/p ) in form:
n , and in x = 0 mod p, the any value for power-analytic function is of the form:
i=0 a i x i , hence the power-analytic function is of the form:
Derivation of the equal power-analytic modulated functions mod p m with m increasing to infinite are equal and defined.
To prove this it's only needed to check the process transforming (x → x + a) the original to the standard form as in the theorem 3.16. The key problem in proving is the uniqueness of the standard form as in the theorem 3.16. 
Some Definitions
In this section p, p i is prime. m, m ′ are great enough.
Definition 4.1. x → a means the variable x is set value a.
is the Euler's character number as the least positive integer s ∀y((y,
Definition 4.4. mod r/s means mod r if (r, s) = 1.
Definition 4.5. The complete logarithm on composite modules is complicated. But can easily define
p i is distinct primes. We will use this definition without detailed indication.
Definition 4.6.
Definition 4.8. P (q) is the multiple of all the distinct prime factors of q.
, p i is all the prime factors of x. m is great enough.
Theorem 4.10. 2|q → 2|x:
The method of proof is getting result in powered prime module and synthesizing them in composite module. 
For convenience we define the function lm(x) in R as supplement in identity:
is called determined by x modularly or modular for module p m i .
The Modulus Of Prime p = 4n − 1 On Plural Number
In this section p is prime other than 2. For prime p = 4n − 1 the equation [i 2 = −1] p has no solution then it's suitable to extend the module to plural number.
This definition is sound and good because there is no zero factor other than p j .
Definition 5.2. For prime p = 4n − 1. a, b ∈ Z. Define e i in PZ, for any j ∈ Z and some a, b:
(n is great enough and dependent on m). Analyzing the group formed by the all solutions of [z
Define [e a+bi = e a e bi ] p m . We can find the theorems on exponent's and logarithm's expansion are valid for in PZ conforming to the similar form as in Z.
Also define the triangular functions by e z .
Definition 5.4. For mod p m , p = 4n + 1, ω : [ω 2 = −1] p m was chosen as pseudoimaginary unit i (and treat ω, i differently), define for all equations that is formed by extended linear functions (like f (x) := z 1 x + z 2 ) of i, property pseudo-conjugation:
forms of a, b ∈ Z don't contain i. Then the i has the similar property like true imaginary unit because from the above condition we have:
Elements like a, b are called pseudo-real.
Notice that the original value of i: ω should be treated as pseudo-real. For i (pseudo-imaginary unit for p = 4n + 1) actually real, Strengthen i as [1] p−1 [i] p m (but we will have trouble in composite module on exponent) and set pseudo-conjugation to all the equation involved. Defining e i for pseudo-real a, b
it means to meet the harmony in real and plural senses. Think about the group formed by [z : zz * = 1] p , whose elements count p − 1 ie. all non-zero [n] p , we can find the above identities are possible.
Complete logarithm is complicated, but logarithm mod p n is easy, we will use it without detailed indication.
We always use pseudo-conjugation without detailed indication.
Digital Analytic
In this section p is prime unless further indication. m, m ′ are great enough.
Definition 6.1. For real number a
Definition 6.2.
And digital function is digits's power analytic function in prime module.
Proof.
Definition 6.4. Independent Digital variables (Functions) is the digits can not be constrained in a nonzero digital function's root set.
Theorem 6.5. Resolve function digits by digits. For a power analytic function mod p m , whose value can be express by its digits. Its one digit (a function) is determined by the auto-arguments's digits, then the digit can be express by Digital function 
Theorem 6.8. Functional independent square group is reversible.
Proof. Independence means the function value travel all, it's one to one map and reversible:
Theorem 6.9. The digital functions group independent at some fixed x n+1 = a
can be reversed as
C is a constant.
Proof. Only reverse in the point that make the functions reversible and multiple the selecting factor
We can find they are functions of In the final part of the proof of the theorem 7.1 set (x, y) = (1 + rv)(a, b) and it's enough the digit travels two. The other setting is adjusted correspondingly. Proof. The method is to make logarithm in mod c q . We have condition enough for controversy:
